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NOTS

E.O. 115922 GS

TAGS: OVTP KISSINGER, HENRY A.

SUBJECT: SECRETARY'S TRIP TO PEKING

FOR AMBASSADOR

1. YOU ARE AUTHORIZED AS OF OCTOBER 4 TO INFORM PRESIDENT PARK CONFIDENTIALLY THAT THE SECRETARY WILL VISIT PEKING OCTOBER 19 THROUGH 23. PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT WILL BE MADE AT 12 NOON, WASHINGTON TIME, OCTOBER 6.

2. YOU SHOULD NOT SPECULATE ABOUT OUTCOME OF VISIT WHICH WILL BE PREPARATORY TO PRESIDENT'S TRIP LATER THIS YEAR, AS WE HAVE PREVIOUSLY INFORMED THE KOREANS, THE PRESIDENT'S TRIP WAS AGED TO BY BOTH SIDES WITHOUT CONDITIONS OR PRIOR UNDERSTANDING AS TO ITS OUTCOME. KISSINGER

SECRET

NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE AUTHORIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY.
1. Charge informed Presidential Special Assistant for Foreign Affairs Choe Kyu-ha of contents reftel morning October 4. Choe was grateful for advance word and said he would inform President Park immediately. He also promised respect confidentiality.

2. Noting that visit would begin on eve of scheduled first committee debate on Korean question, Choe probed hard for any indication of Secretary's intention to discuss Korean issues during visit and for any indication that such discussion might lead to change in USG position, in accordance instructions charge declined to speculate on subject.

3. Choe then asked that ROKG be informed soonest of results of any discussion on Korean question which might take place while Secretary in Peking. Charge said he assumed that would be USG intention, but that he would pass request to Washington.
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SUBJ: SECRETARY'S TRIP TO PEKING

REF: STATE 235986

1. CHARGE INFORMED PRESIDENTIAL SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR FOREIGN
AFFAIRS CHOE KYU-HA OF CONTENTS REFTEL MORNING OCTOBER 4. CHOE
WAS GRATEFUL FOR ADVANCE WORD AND SAID HE WOULD INFORM PRESIDENT
PARK IMMEDIATELY. HE ALSO PROMISED RESPECT CONFIDENTIALITY.

2. NOTING THAT VISIT WOULD BEGIN ON EVE OF SCHEDULED FIRST
COMMITTEE DEBATE ON KOREAN QUESTION, CHOE PROMISED HARD FOR ANY
INDICATION IF SECRETARY'S INTENTION TO DISCUSS KOREAN ISSUES
DURING VISIT AND FOR ANY INDICATION THAT SUCH DISCUSSION MIGHT
LEAD TO CHANGE IN USG POSITION, IN ACCORDANCE INSTRUCTIONS
CHARGE DECLINED TO SPECULATE ON SUBJECT.

3. CHOE THEN ASKED THAT ROKG BE INFORMED SOONEST OF RESULTS
OF ANY DISCUSSION ON KOREAN QUESTION WHICH MIGHT TAKE PLACE WHILE
SECRETARY IN PEKING. CHARGE SAID HE ASSUMED THAT WOULD BE USG
INTENTION, BUT THAT HE WOULD PASS REQUEST TO WASHINGTON.
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E.O. 11652 GDS
TAGS: OVIP (HENRY A. KISSINGER)
SUBJECT: SECRETARY'S TRIP TO EAST ASIA

1. I ASSUME THAT YOU HAVE GIVEN CONSIDERATION TO POSSIBILITY
OF REPEATING 1973 PROCEDURE OF HAVING SECRETARY VISIT SEOUL
AFTER PEKING TRIP AND THAT EVEN BRIEF STOPOVER DIFFICULT TO
ARRANGE, WHILE WE HAVE NOT YET HEARD OFFICIALLY FROM KOREANS,
PAST TRACK RECORD INDICATES THEY WILL UNDOUBTEDLY BE DISAPPOINTED.
AND PARTICULARLY SENSITIVE TO DUAL STOPOVER IN TOKYO.

2. AS LESS PREFERABLE ALTERNATIVE TO BRIEF STOP BY THE
SECRETARY HERE, I WOULD STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT YOU MAKE QUICK
VISIT, EVEN FOR A FEW HOURS, FOLLOWING VISIT TO PRC. IF THIS
IS NOT POSSIBLE, ONE ALTERNATIVE IS FOR ME TO BE BRIEFED
IN TOKYO ON ANY DISCUSSIONS RE KOREA OR OTHER ASPECTS OF PRC
VISIT WHICH WE DESIRE TO TRANSMIT TO PRESIDENT PARK. I REALIZE
THAT TELEGRAPHIC SUMMARY WILL PROBABLY BE SUFFICIENT TO COVER
SUBSTANCE, BUT, FROM VIEWPOINT OF KOREAN LEADERS, PERSONAL BRIEF-
ING WILL HAVE SYMBOLIC IMPACT -- EVEN THOUGH OBVIOUSLY SECOND
BEST TO YOUR COMING HERE.

SHEINER
FURTHER TO REFTEL, OUR PLANNING IS TO SEND SOMEONE, POSSIBLY MYSELF, TO SEOUL TO BRIEF THE KOREANS ON THE SECRETARY'S VISIT TO PEKING. WE WILL LET YOU KNOW DEFINITELY AS SOON AS PLANS JELL. KISSINGER
C. Very much appreciate considerations retpel and have them very much in mind.

2. There is no possibility that Secretary will be able to visit Seoul after Peking. Nor can he, at this time, determine what avenue he will use to convey to Koreans substance of any discussions in Peking on Korea. We will keep the alternatives you have suggested in mind and will be in touch with you, Kissinger.
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1. YOU MAY INFORM WHITE HOUSE ON CONFIDENTIAL BASIS THAT
HABIB WILL BRIEF PRESIDENT PARK IN SEOUL AFTER PEKING VISIT.

2. YOU SHOULD SEEK APPOINTMENT WITH PRESIDENT PARK FOR
MORNING OF OCTOBER 24. HABIB WILL DEPART IMMEDIATELY
THEREAFTER. ITINERARY WILL FOLLOW LATER BY SEPTEL.
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1. I informed Blue House Confidentially about Habib's visit to Seoul and set forth REFTEL. Senior Presidential Secretary Kim Chong Yum expressed great appreciation. He said appointment would be arranged morning Oct 24, despite un day holiday arrangements that day. Blue House to provide exact time on Oct 20. I much welcome Habib's visit here and await full itinerary.

2. Subsequently during morning Oct 18 meeting with President Park and Congressman Holt, President commented on forthcoming visits by Secretary and President Ford to Peking as well as recently reported Japanese interventions on Korean problem. In response to question by Holt, President Park emphatically stated that he had no report no concerns about either the Secretary's or the President's visit to Peking. While he has not been consulted on substance of discussions with PRC, he is fully confident that both USG and ROKG are aware of each other's views on Korean issues, including UIWA problem, and are in full agreement. He is absolutely certain USG will not
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By LNA, Nov 87.

NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE AUTHORIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
3. Park, on the other hand, was highly critical of reported Japanese efforts to arrange private meeting between Secretary and North Koreans during Peking trip, such a meeting with the North Koreans, he viewed, would be not only unproductive, but be used by Pyongyang to enhance its prestige and isolate ROK. I reaffirmed to president our commitment to consult with ROK in event we had any intention to talk directly with North Koreans and assured him, as far as I knew, he had no apt no intention to do so at present time for very reasons cited by him.

4. Park then sharply criticized reported Miyazawa suggestion to UN SecGen Waldheim to foster direct US-NK talks (Tokyo 14853). He categorized Miyazawa's statement as harmful and unhelpful particularly at this present juncture in UNGA consideration of Korean item. He added Japanese have erroneous idea—that they can act as go-between for US and other Asian countries because they are leader of Asian nations, but, in fact, Asians do not want goj as go-between and such a role would not be useful.

5. In response to further questions by Congresswoman Holt, Park told her that ROK did not expect military assistance from Japan and in fact feared a militarized Japan, particularly with nuclear weapons, as serious threat to stability and peace of East Asia, but Koreans and other Asians did look for more economic assistance to them and sufficient Japanese military strength to defend itself, again as Luna gone where do not have nuclear weapons'. He also considered basic course of Japanese foreign policy unclear, citing goj efforts to establish diplomatic relations with North Koreans despite ROK-GOJ treaty recognizing ROK as only lawful government in Korea.

6. Comment: inherent Korean suspicions about Japan
HAVE AGAIN BEEN INTENSIFIED BY COMBINATION OF LESS
FULSOME SUPPORT IN UN THAN IN PAST YEARS AND TOKYO
GESTURE TOWARD NORTH KOREA.
SHEIDER